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Faculty discuss JMU budget priorities 
by Peggy Ware 
senior writer 
More than 60 faculty members and several 
students met yesterday in the P.C. Ballroom to 
discuss how JMU's budget priorities affect the 
quality of education here and how students and 
faculty have little input on how JMU spends its 
money. 
The meeting, sponsored by JMU's chapter of the 
American Association of University Professors, 
featured a budget presentation from the 
administrative vice president of the Student 
Government Association. 
Scott SuroveH's presentation focused on how JMU 
allocates student fee money. 
Students pay $1,872 a year in student 
comprehensive fees, which he said are the highest in 
the state. 
"The fee is about $300 a year more than what is 
paid in comparable institutions in Virginia," he said. 
JMU pays more than other universities because it has 
more building debts and provides more services for 
students, he said. 
Surovell said that Virginia Tech students only pay 
$456 a year on student fees, but he said they have 
less services and do not have as much building debt. 
The students at the College of William and Mary, 
who pay $286 less in student fees than JMU 
students, has the most comparable services. But 
William and Mary also has a smaller building debt 
and spends less per student on athletics, he said. 
Whereas schools like William and Mary and 
George Mason University break their student fees 
down into specific categories, JMU lumps them into 
one large category — comprehensive fees. "It allows 
[the administration] to shift money around in 
emergency situations," Surovell said. 
JMU now allocates one sixth of this money to pay 
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Professor of Anthropology Richard 
Thompson attended the AAUP meeting. 
for non-educational building debts, such as the 
proposed recreational facility, the Warren Campus 
Center addition and the sports complexes. Surovell 
said the new recreational facility could increase 
student fees by $100. Fee increases must be 
approved by the state. 
The cost of tuition and fees has increased 32 
percent for in-state students and 43 percent for out- 
of-state students over the past five years. 
Several faculty members expressed concern that 
students are paying for luxuries at the expense of 
academics. 
"Do you think the quality of your education has 
increased 32 percent?" asked Dr. Gary Crowther, 
professor of chemistry. Surovell responded, 
"Certainly not." 
Students have no official role in deciding where 
their fees are spent, Surovell said. In order for this to 
change, he said there needs to be a change in the 
state law. "Without statewide support, I don't see 
anything happening about this," Surovell said. The 
student governments in Virginia need to work 
together to create a network that can lobby the 
Virginia legislature, he said. 
Other states, such as Wisconsin and California, 
have a law that mandates student control over their 
fees, he said. 
"Here we are more or less voiceless," he said of 
students and university decision making. The SGA 
only allocates two percent of the student fees 
university organizations. 
Surovell and other SGA members have studied the 
budget for three months, he said. Although it is too 
late to affect this year's budget, "Next year we have 
a much better chance," he said. 
Now that the SGA has studied the budget, Surovell 
said the next step is to develop specific concerns to 
take to the administration. 
After SuroveH's presentation, the forum shifted to 
faculty concerns about the number of administrators 
versus the number of educators hired at JMU. 
Dr. Frank Paluscay, professor of chemistry, 
presented statistics he compiled from university 
phone books. He compared the growth in university 
AAUP page 2 
'Snowstorm of the century' strands 
students on break, shuts down JMU 
by Sara Hammel 
& Ed Gray 
stqffwriters 
JMU students had their spring breaks cut short by 
last weekend's blizzard, dubbed "the storm of 
century." 
Killing hundreds of people from Cuba to^ew 
England and causing millions of dollars worth of 
damage, the storm began Friday night, dumping 
nearly two feet of snow on Harrisonburg by Sunday 
morning. JMU had to cancel classes Monday and 
Tuesday. 
"As far as the combination of wind and snow, this 
is the worst storm I've ever seen hit the area," Fred 
Hilton, JMU director of media relations, said. 
Hilton said this could be the first time in history 
JMU has been closed for two days in a row. 
According to a March 9,1962 issue of The Breeze, 
more than two feet of snow fell on Harrisonburg that 
week, and the storm was said to be the worst to hit 
the area since 1892. 
Even then, classes were only canceled for one day. 
But Hilton said that the timing of the storm was a 
factor in closing the university for two days this 
week. 
He said the closing was due partly to the amount 
of students coming back from spring break who were 
stranded on interstates up and down the East Coast. 
"If the storm had not occurred at the end of spring 
break, classes may well have been held on Tuesday," 
Hilton said. 
Many students traveling from the east, west and 
south said they were stranded in various states, 
unable to travel because of treacherous driving 
conditions. 
Senior Jenn Downing drove to southern Texas 
SNOW page 2 
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AAUP- 
CONTINUED from page 1 
positions over the past seven years. He 
said that one of his calculations 
showed that the the number of 
administrators has doubled between 
1986 and 1993, whereas faculty 
positions have only increased slightly. 
"I'm within five percent on all my 
numbers,'' he said. 
JMU   now   has   such   a   large 
"bureaucratic    overhead"    that 
administrators deal more with fellow 
colleagues and less with faculty and 
students. 
"Students are not getting a fair share 
here and neither are the faculty," said 
Dr. James Leary, professor of 
chemistry and president of JMU's 
AAUP chapter. 
Many faculty present said that 
academic progress is lost at the 
expense of administrative procedure. 
They also said the numbers Paluscay 
presented confirmed their perceptions 
of JMU's low educational priorities. 
These low priorities start with the 
state, several professors said. 
The discrepancy in state salary 
increases illustrates this, said Dr. 
Robert Atkins, a professor of 
chemistry. The General Assembly 
recently approved a 3.5 percent pay 
raise for college faculty, whereas they 
increased the average state employee's 
pay by 6.8 percent. 
"To put it mildly, that sucks," he 
said. "My argument is with Richmond 
— we deserve more." 
Snow- 
CONTINUED from page 1 
with three friends for break. On the way home, she 
said she was stranded in three different places for 
three nights before actually reaching Harrisonburg. 
"Saturday night we had to stop in Alabama, and 
our hotel had no heat or electricity for awhile," she 
said. "So we left the next day, and then got stranded 
in Tennessee that night. 
'Trucks were a big problem. There were so many 
of them, and they were jackknifing everywhere and 
causing huge traffic jams." 
Junior Jen Keller was returning from Florida and 
got as far as Radford before she had to stop because 
of bad driving conditions. 
"We were stuck in a Super 8 motel for two days," 
Keller said. 
She said the only way they could get food was 
from vending machines, and at one point she gave 
her last $5 to the hotel manager to buy what food he 
could at a local food store. 
Junior Laurie Thompson, who was traveling from 
Massachusetts, said she wasn't stranded anywhere, 
but had problems while driving. 
Although the northeast of the country is usually 
prepared for snow, Thompson said the roads in that 
area were still dangerous. 
"The last 10 miles of Interstate-81 in Pennsylvania 
were so bad that you could have ice skated on it," 
Thompson said. 
"I thought everything was okay, then around 
Winchester, I hit a patch of ice and slipped and slid 
all over the place for about 15 seconds," Thompson 
said. 
She eventually regained control of her car, and 
pulled into Harrisonburg more than two hours later 
than planned. 
But some students weren't able to avoid an 
accident Senior Bunkye Chi said she and a friend 
were driving on 1-81 and ran into a snowbank about 
five miles from JMU when Chi was blinded by 
blowing snow. 
"A big gust of wind came, and the next thing I 
knew, I was in a snow bank," she said. "So we got 
out of the car, and a guy picked us up and drove us to 
the exit." 
Faculty also had trouble getting back to JMU. 
Maria Malerba, instructor of kinesiology and 
coach of the women's tennis team, said the team was 
"™" CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
Area residents Darren Fulk (front) and Michael Suter brave bKizard conditions as they 
walk north on Main Street Saturday. Winds in the 35-50 mph range caused "white outs" 
at times and forced the two to cover their heads with towels to protect against the 
stinging snow and ice. 
stuck in Jacksonville, Fla. for three extra days. 
"Jacksonville wasn't bad," Malerba said. "It was 
just the places you were flying into that were bad. So 
we couldn't get a flight back until Tuesday 
afternoon." 
Mass cleanups took place up and down the East 
Coast, and JMU had to work overtime to shovel, 
scrape and plow snow from parking lots, streets and 
walkways. 
Landscape superintendent Emest Higgs said the 
procedure was handled differenUy than in previous 
storms because of the absence of most of the student 
body. 
"When the students are here, we do things 
differently," Higgs said. "We have to get on the 
parking lots and walkways a lot sooner." 
Higgs said although some crew members couldn't 
make it to work initially because of the bad weather, 
those who could more than made up for the shortage 
of workers. 
"I have nothing but praise for the crew," Higgs 
said. 
The Breeze was published a 
day late due to delays from 
last week's storm. 
The Breeze would like to 
apologize for any 
inconvenience caused by 
the late publication. 
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Grad school grew 47% in last 6 years 
by Crittie Breed 
staff writer 
JMU's Graduate School continues to grow as 
more students turn lo graduate programs rather than 
the work force, according to the school's dean. 
Dr. Dorothy Boyd-Rush, dean of the graduate 
school, reports an 8.8 percent growth in enrollment 
over the past year, with an increase of more than 47 
percent since the spring of 1987. 
Boyd-Rush said changes in 
industry and a poor economy   "Thp bSChGlOf'S 
are two main reasons people 
are deciding to either continue Hocfroo ic nn Inncfpr thf» 
their education or go back to  UCglCC IS IIU lUNgCI   U IC 
^Umateiy .6 percent of entry-level degree in 
the 1992 JMU graduates went 
on to graduate or professional 
school, according to the Office 
of Career Services. 
"The bachelor's degree is no 
longer the cntry-lcvcl degree in 
many professions," Boyd-Rush 
said. 
Because of the competitive job market, students 
arc realizing that additional degrees will give them 
many professions." 
Dorothy Boyd-Rush 
dean of JMU Graduate School 
an edge on finding a job in their chosen careers, she 
Students, local residents 
to walk to raise MS funds 
said. 
"We've made a conscious effort to recruit . . . 
we're reaching out," Boyd-Rush said. The graduate 
school has increased its out-of-statc recruiting by 
publicizing its programs at other colleges and 
universities, she said. 
The majority of graduate students arc Virginia 
residents, Boyd-Rush said, but the number of 
students from other states has increased as JMU 
programs have become more widespread. 
^■■■■■HMIMBMHB SllldeillS I IOII1 
Pennsylvania, Maryland, West 
Virginia, Kentucky and 
Tennessee have become more 
numerous on the JMU 
campus, she said. 
"I thought it was one of 
the best," said Ashley Martin, 
a first-year graduate student in 
the middle school education 
program, about her decision lo 
attend JMU's Graduate 
School, 
Some undergraduate 
students chose lo continue their education at JMU. 
According to the Office of Career Services, IS 
percent of 1992 JMU graduates pursuing graduate 
degrees chose lo slay at JMU lo gel their degrees. 
Education, business and psychology show the largest 
numbers of returning students. 
Darryl Helms, a second-year graduate student in 
psychology, remained at JMU for graduate work. 
Helms stayed because of the "good looks of the 
psychology department," and his connections with 
professors. 
Although the graduate school promotes growth in 
certain areas such as business, education and 
psychology, Boyd-Rush said concentration remains 
on fine tuning existing programs, not adding new 
ones. 
Business and education disciplines arc the mosl 
popular programs because many professionals arc 
going back to school lo make career shifts, Boyd- 
Rush said. Within those disciplines, new 
concentrations arc developed lo increase the 
programs, such as additional master's degrees or 
more specialized programs. 
A psychology doctorialc is currently in me works 
to begin Fall Semester 1994. The program, still 
awaiting approval by State Council of Higher 
Education for Virginia, would only accept between 
12 and 15 students in its first semester. 
"I wouldn't rule out ihe possibility for other 
doctoriatcs in ihe future, but expansion will not be in 
ihe Ph.D. arena," due lo lack of research facilities, 
Boyd-Rush said. 
by Matt Warner 
staff writer 
Volunteers from JMU and 
Harrisonburg will participate in and 
organize the second annual walk to 
benefit the Blue Ridge Chapter of the 
National Multiple Sclerosis Society on 
March 27. 
The walk, scheduled from 10 a.m. 
lo 2 p.m., is one of many such MS 
benefits occurring across the nation 
that weekend. It will be a 10-milc hike 
starling and ending at Eastern 
Mcnnonitc High School. The school is 
located at 801 Parkwood Dr., off 
Route 42. 
Money raised by walkers and 
sponsors will go towards MS research, 
support groups, lectures and a 
contingency fund within the Blue 
Ridge Chapter for those with MS. 
According lo Debbie Freed, ihe 
organizer of ihe walk and leader of the 
Harrisonburg MS Society, last year 
JMU contributed die largest group of 
walkers and raised about $14,000. 
This year, Mark Warner, assistant 
vice president for human resources 
and facilities management, and John 
Noftsinger, director of continuing 
education, are organizing about 100 
JMU walkers. 
"It's a good cause," Warner said. "I 
feel it's an important thing for us to 
do." 
The Sigma Nu fraternity also is 
donating about 20 volunteers for 
parking attendants, accountants, 
registrars, envelope stuffers and 
drivers. 
Sophomore Brad Pcnnington, 
community service chairman for 
Sigma Nu, is in charge of organizing 
die volunteers. 
"Our fraternity is based on honor 
and helping out," Pcnnington said. 
"Anything for MS or any disease like 
that is a good cause, because it's 
helping out others who can't help 
themselves." 
Freed said this will be the first year 
when ihe walk will have a "family 
loop" of one or two miles for the 
disabled, elderly and those with 
children. 
Rounding oul the support staff arc 
Cub Scout Den 2 from 
McGaheysvillc, Pack 120, radio 
station WKCY and the Massanuilcn 
Amateur Radio Association. 
McKcc Foods of Little Debbie 
snacks, Little Caesar's Pizza, Pepsi, 
Subway and Taco Bell will donate 
food after the walk, Freed said. 
Freed said she expects this year's 
walk to top lasi year's in terms of 
walkers and money. The walk last 
year had about 250 participants, she 
said, but this year she is expecting 300 
to 350 walkers. 
Walkers are cither sponsored by the 
mite or by the whole walk, she said. 
This will be the first Harrisonburg 
MS walk to have one sponsor for each 
mile marker and rest stop. Freed said. 
The mile markers are $150 each, and 
the four rest stops are $250 each. 
Freed said she hasn't yet found 
enough sponsors, but, "I'm pretty 
optimistic that we will find someone 
to sponsor each spot," she said. 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
If a tree falls . . . 
No one was around to hear it, but last weekend's blizzard 
toppled a tree more than 50 years old onto Harrison Hall, 
causing minor damage to the roof. 
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Let The All-Stars From 
rKeley Get Yoinlftptie.. 
Others 0 
Berkeley 8 
^^^ 
Students lip synch 
for MTV program 
over spring break 
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by Michael Keatts 
news editor 
Eight JMU students will have more than just snap 
shots to remember their spring break. 
Two groups who spent their vacation in Daytona, 
Fla. will not only have photographs but can record 
the highlight of their trip this weekend when they 
appear on MTV's half-hour show "Lip Service." 
"We were taking pictures on the beach and a guy 
walked up and asked us if we wanted to perform on 
'Lip Service,'" junior Andrea Brown said. 
The show was being filmed in Daytona Beach as 
part of MTV's Spring Break '93. 
The eight women competed in two different 
shows against students from other universities. 
Brown and her friends junior Kimberley Joyner, 
junior Yolanda Hawkes, junior Tcrri Houston and 
junior Carla Foster formed the group "Charisma" 
and will appear in the first show, airing tonight at 
6:30. 
A second show will also air tonight at 9:30 and 
features three other JMU students. The second group 
called, "Room 514, Stop By," includes senior Mary 
Estrella, sophomore Tina Karubi and junior Caryn 
Pierce. 
MTV and Coca-Cola, two of the sponsors of the 
contests, gave each team $300 for costumes and 
other expenses. Contestants also received a bag of 
CDs, baseballs caps, t-shirts, MTV buttons and other 
souvenirs, Brown said. 
Each group competed against three other teams. 
Though neither JMU group won their competition, 
"We had a lot of fun,'' Estrella said. 
Both shows will be rebroadcasted throughout the 
weekend. 
POLICE     LOG 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
* An unknown person reportedly started a fire in a 
trash can in front of Grafton-stovall Theatre at 
1025 p.m. March 2. The fire was extinguished and 
reportedly caused no damage. 
• An unknown person reportedly started fires in 
trash receptacles in Hillside Hall at 3:55 a.m. March 
4. 
The fires were extinguished and reportedly 
caused minimal damage. The Harrisonburg Fire 
Department is assisting in the investigation. 
• An unknown person started a fire in the trash 
room of Garber Hal.at 10:06 p.m. March 4. The 
Harrisonburg Fire Department extinguished the fire. 
Stwpected Treapanina 
• Two individuals reportedly fled the Greek Row 
area around Newman Drive after seeing a police 
officer at 7:48 p.m. March 8. 
Police later apprehended and identified them as 
non-students. They were held temporarily for 
suspicious activity, but police did not press 
charges. 
Unauthorized Solicitation 
* A non-student was advised by police to leave 
campus after reportedly soliciting magazines in 
Ikenberry Hall at 1:37 p.m. March 4. 
Peslmc. Mon of Personal Proprty 
* An unknown person reportedly damaged the 
rear quarter panel on the driver's side of a 1988 
Ford Taurus in X-bt at 9:03 p.m. March 4. 
The damage is estimated at $50. 
• A JMU student was charged judicially after 
reportedly shouting obscenities to a police 
dispatcher concerning the recent snowstorm at 
1:39 p.m. March 14. 
Petty Larceny 
• A brown bicycle seat was reported stolen from a 
bicycle near the entrance to Z-lot at 10:30 a.m. 
March 2. 
• A women's gold bracelet-style Seko watch was 
reported stolen from Wilson Hall between 3 p.m. 
and 3:30 p.m. March 3. The watch is valued at 
$180. 
• An unknown person reportedly stole $11.70 
from a coin changer in the Warren Campus Center 
at 12:30 p.m. March 9. Police are still investigating. 
• An unknown person reportedly broke into a soda 
machine in the breezeway between Wilson and 
Keezell halls between 5 p.m. March 12 and 5 p.m. 
March 15. 
A candy machine was also reportedly tampered 
with. Police suspect that products and/or money 
was taken from the soda machine. 
• An unknown person reportedly stole an 
undetermined amount of money and products after 
breaking into a vending machine in the breezeway 
between Wilson and Keezell halls at 8:45 a.m. 
March 16. 
City Warrants Served 
• Student Nathan B. Warren, 19, of Blacksburg, 
was arrested and served a Harrisonburg city 
warrant at 2:07 p.m. March 3 for writing a bad 
check. 
• Student Andres V. Lopez, 19, of Springfield, was 
arrested and served a Harrisonburg city warrant at 
1:55 p.m. March 5 for writing a bad check. 
Harassing Telephone Calls 
• An individual reported receiving harassing 
telephone calls in Chandler Hall at 11:25 p.m. 
March 16. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 10: 
March 22 
is the deadline to return your 
Housing and Food Service Deposit 
and Contract in order to secure on- 
campus housing for next year. 
Please Note: The readmission invoice you 
recently received was mailed to your local 
address only. A copy will not be sent to your 
billing address. 
Other Dates To Remember: 
Vliril 12: In Hill Nillllt 
1
 'ppcrcl INS students ma) select if■>-' room and rooinin 
ill u choice in ihc hall ollice between 7:00 10.00 I'M 
Vnril 14: Suit* Kvsvnatiiin Nitihl 
. es in ,i suite in 
nbcrry. Chappelear, and l-rcdcnksoii Il.ilU 
'I'M in Alumnae II.ill 
\pi il 2<»: W cimrii's Ni"ht 
M led the room ami roommate "I their choice 
in i jlroom Irom 1 I'M 
\i.nl 21: Mrn's Niulil 
J.ii the room and roommate ol their ch 
imhel't in Irom 7:00-10:00 I'M 
""""^"""S^H ft 
JMU Residence Halls... 
Where The Living is Easy 
■   •        •   ■   '    '   ' '    I   I  I   I   l    ! 
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KAPLAN is offering you a 
SPRING BREfiK! 
Take $50.00 off 
Our LSAT Prep Course for the June Exam.   Class begins March 
29th, 1993 on JMU campus. 
Call 
1-800- 
KAPLAN 
Coupon rauet be preecnled of mentioned at UM of MPM and may not be combined with may ate discount. 
E»nJre.V22/W 
l-8»-«*8Br8887. 
EjrthSnn- 
£ A T I 0 N A P  A   t   K) 
ARA Leisure Services 
SKYLAND LODGE 
In Shenandoah National Park 
Now Hiring 
For The 1993 Season 
Fulltime 
Part time 
Summer 
Positions Available 
Reservations Bus/Set up 
Cashiers Cooks 
Housekeeping Dishwashers 
Host/Hostess Pantry Workers 
Waitress/Waiter 
CALL 
1-800-999-4714 
Ask for Nick or Jim 
Monday - Friday 
9:00 - 5:00 
UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE 
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING 
r00 MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS 
Every year, a lot of people make a 
huge mistake on their taxes.They 
don't take advantage of tax deferral and 
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they 
could be saving for retirement. 
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can 
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs. 
SRAs not only ease your current tax- 
bite, they offer a remarkably easy way 
to build retirement income—especially 
money vou don't send to Washington 
works even harder for you. Down the 
road, that can make a dramatic difference 
in your quality of life. 
What else makes SRAs so special? 
A range of allocation choices—from the 
guaranteed security of TIAA to the 
diversified investment accounts of 
CREF's.variable annuity—all backed 
by the nation's number one retirement 
for the "extras" that your regular pension    system. 
and Social Security benefits may not 
cover. Because your contributions are 
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less 
taxes now. And since all earnings on 
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the 
Why write off the chance for a more 
rewarding retirement? Call today and 
learn more about how TIAA-CREF 
SRAs can help you enjoy many 
happy returns. 
Benefit mom from tax deferral. CmU our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, etct. 8016. 
75 years of ensuring the future 
for those who shape itT 
CREF certificate! ate Attributed b} TIAA-CREF Indrridml ami InmiMUaaal Services, far more complete mformauoa. iacladmg cktrrei emd exotntei. cat 
I -aOOS42-2733, ea. 8016 far a pmtpeclut. Read the pmtpeclut carefully before jom irrrett or tend memtj. 
w 
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Va. GOPs bash gays and blacks at roast 
FAIRFAX — Several speakers at a Fairfax County 
Republican dinner, including a state senator, the 
county party chairman and Iran-Contra figure Oliver 
L. North, made jokes at the expense of gays or 
blacks, leading a local gay group and the NAACP to 
demand apologies Wednesday. 
Several of the comments targeted President Bill 
Clinton's plan to allow homosexuals in the military. 
The jokes led to gasps of surprise and uncomfortable 
groans from some in the audience Friday. 
State Sen. Warren E. Barry, of Fairfax, called 
Clinton's plan the "fags in the foxhole" proposal, 
and the county GOP chairman, D. Patrick Mullins, 
said it gave new meaning to the military warning 
"watch your rear flank.'' 
North, who is considering a campaign for the U.S. 
Senate from Virginia, pretended to be a lisping gay 
caller to the White House. Charles Black, a political 
'Motor voter' bill 
passes after 
Senate filibuster 
WASHINGTON — The Senate, 
ending a marathon Republican 
filibuster, approved landmark 
legislation Wednesday to simplify and 
liberalize the nation's voter 
registration laws. 
The so-called "motor voter" bill 
finally was passed, 67-32. Approval 
came after Senate Republicans, in a 
potent early signal to the Clinton 
administration, succeeded in wrestling 
concessions from Democrats in return 
for ending a filibuster that had locked 
the Senate in a legislative stalemate 
for nearly two weeks. 
As passed by the Senate, the bill 
would seek to enfranchise millions of 
new voters by requiring state and local 
governments to offer voter registration 
by mail and at disability offices, 
military recruiting centers and motor 
vehicle registration offices, the 
provision for which the bill is named. 
But in the major concession 
Republicans sought, unemployment 
and welfare offices were dropped 
from the list of locations where voter 
registration would be mandatory. As 
passed, the bill leaves registration 
locations to the discretion of the 
individual states. The House's version 
of the bill would permit registration at 
unemployment and welfare offices. 
Both sides claimed to have won 
most of what they wanted. But it was 
clear that the Republicans had 
emerged with a significant victory at 
the end of the partisan battle which 
had little to do with the bill itself. 
"We proved that, while we may be 
down, we're by no means out," said 
one GOP strategist, who noted that the 
Republicans were able to force the 
Democrats to compromise on priority 
legislation that they had expected to 
steamroll through Congress. 
— LA. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
consultant who was a former chairman of the national 
party, said Clinton wanted the Marine Corps hymn to 
include the lyrics, "Don we now our gay apparel." 
Barry, who is white, also referred to the 14th Street 
bridge linking Northern Virginia with the majority- 
black District of Columbia as the "Soul Brothers' 
Causeway." 
The remarks were made at a black-tie roast honoring 
former Northern Virginia congressman Stan Parris, 
who has said he may run for the House next year. 
Some of the 250 guests later said they thought some 
of die comments went too for. 
A political analyst said such remarks fuel the 
perception, encouraged by last year's Republican 
National Convention, that the party is intolerant of 
minorities. 
Some of the speakers said Wednesday that the roast 
was supposed to be funny, and none offered an 
apology. They said they were picking on Clinton just 
as comedians such as Jay Leno and David Letterman 
have done. 
"Anybody who's trying to take a roast — an 
evening when people are assigned to make humorous 
or non-serious statements — to try to stretch that into 
a political interpretation is really reaching," Black 
said. "It's meant to be humor. It's not meant to be 
attacks on anybody." 
Peg McCraw, president of the Fairfax Lesbian and 
Gay Citizens Association, said the word "fag" is as 
derogatory as the worst racial epithets and said gay 
jokes perpetuate false stereotypes. 
The Fairfax County branch of the NAACP called 
on Barry to apologize for the bridge joke. 
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news 
service 
WORLD I    WATCH 
The Bliszard ©f i § 
The blizzard of 1993 broke maximum percipitation records 
and records of lowest barometer readings. Other storms 
that set records for the maximum precipitation in 24 hours: 
Location Year Inches of Precipitation 
Alvin, Texas 1979 43 
Yankeetown, Fla. 1950 38.7 
Kilauea Plantation, Hawaii 1956 38 
Smethport, Pa. 1942 34.5 
Nelson County, va. 1969 27 
Hoegees Camp, Calif. 1943 26.12 
Altapass, N.C. 1916- 22.22 
Hackberry, La. 1952 22 
Axis, Ala. 1955 20.33 y 
Rockport, VVLVa. 1989 
Source: World Almanac and Book of Facts 199. 
JANET DRISCOLL/THE BREEZE 
Yeltsin's aides urge presidential rule 
MOSCOW — Top advisers urged 
President Yeltsin Wednesday to take 
"extremely tough measures," 
including the imposition of 
presidential rule, to end Russia's 
debilitating political crisis, according 
to presidential spokesman Vyacheslav 
Kostikov. 
Kostikov said the Presidential 
Council told Yeltsin that he had the 
"moral and constitutional" right to 
introduce presidential rule after 
Russia's opposition-dominated 
Congress last week rejected 
compromise and instead limited 
Yeltsin's powers and policies. 
The Council's recommendation was 
the third such toughly worded 
response in as many days to the 
Congress of People's Deputies, a 
Soviet-era body dominated by ex- 
Communists, hard-line nationalists 
and centrists. Tuesday, Yeltsin 
accused the Congress of trying to 
reinstitute Communist rule. Monday, 
Kostikov likened the Congress to the 
hard-line Communists who attempted 
the August 1991 coup here. 
It is unclear if these accusations are 
intended to prepare the public for the 
introduction of presidential rule, in 
which Yeltsin would try to disband 
the Congress and presumably rule by 
decree, or whether it is designed to 
frighten the legislative opposition and 
make it more open to compromise. 
In either case, the move could 
backfire since there is no guarantee 
that Yeltsin could make good on a 
threat to declare presidential rule, 
short of calling in the military, which 
may not be willing to support such a 
step. The legislature could choose to 
ignore him and continue meeting or 
even try to impeach him. 
— L.A. Times/Washington 
Post news service 
DllWtW 
Large One 
gsj Topping Pizza 
1 Pizza - $5.99 
2 Pizzas - $10.99 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 
Good tor a limited tune 
433 - 3776 
FOUR 
gg Medium One 
QXQ Topping Pizza 
1 Pizza - $4.99 
2 Pizzas - $8.99 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 
Good tor a limited time 
433-3776    fc; 
FOUR 
s™    Small One 
mTopping Pizza 
1 Pizza - $3.99 
2 Pizzas - $6.99 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas. 
Good tor a limited time 
433-3776     ^ 
FOUR 
STAR 
PIZZA 
Sub 
Deal ►75 
Two BIG 
12" subs and 
two 16 oz. drinks 
433-3776   TfiL, 
FOUR 
s™    Large One 
m a Topping Pizza 
1 Pizza - $5.99 
2 Pizzas - $10.99 
Extra topping $1 both pizzas 
Good tor a limited time 
433 - 3776    T@L, 
FOUR Sub 
Deal 
$Q75 
Two BIG 
12" subs and 
two 16 oz. drinks 
433-3776   ^ 
e 
Commonwealth One 
Federal Credit Union 
Now serving the community of 
James Madison University 
& 
Benefits of Membership 
s 
• free checking with ATM access 
• student loans 
• new and used car loans 
• no annual fee Visa (Classic) 
• once a member, always a member 
• and much, much more 
^ 
For more information on credit union membership, 
stop by the branch in Gibbons Hall or call 568-7828. 
Save time, 
aggravation 
and money 
choose the 
on-campus 
option. 
It's the 
right choice 
tor easy 
living. 
For more information call: 
Extension 6489 
. 
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Scholarships available  for  religion 
students: 
The Warren W. Hobbie Foundation funds 
scholarships for JMU students who have career 
interests in religion and plan to serve the community 
through organized religion. The application deadline 
is March 31. For more information, call Dr. Sallie 
King, head of the philosophy and religion 
department, at x6394. 
WK&Sgfl 
Eating disorder support group to meet 
weekly: 
The Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders 
support group meets Mondays at the Emanuel 
Episcopal Church at 7 p.m. The group welcomes 
individuals and their families tired of being obsessed 
by food and weight. There are no dues or fees. For 
more information, call Dick Wettstone at 434-9430. 
Refugee   family   needs   household 
FRIENDS of Vietnam is sponsoring a refugee 
family who is arriving in Harrisonburg March 23. 
The family is in need of any type of household 
appliances, including kitchen, bathroom and 
bedroom items. To donate appliances or for more 
information, call Dr. Roger Ford at x3228, Nhan 
Nguyen at 433-5551 or Christy Denslow at x4248. 
JMU assistant director recognized: 
The National Association for Campus Activities 
presented four Commission Project Manager Awards 
during its 1993 National Convention on Feb. 13-17. 
Susan Shipley, JMU's assistant director of student 
activities for programming, was honored for 
managing the Placement Center at the convention. 
Psychosexual    therapist    Dr.    Ruth 
Westheimer to speak: 
Dr. Ruth Westheimer, a psychosexual therapist, 
will speak March 22 at 8 p.m. in Wilson Hall. 
Admission is $8 for the public and $5 for those with 
a JMU ID. Tickets can be purchased at the 
University Program Board box office in the Warren 
Campus Center. 
Executive Lecture Series schedules a day 
of lectures: 
Samuel Lee Hancock, president of Hancock 
International, Global Investments and Exports will 
present a day of lectures March 22. 
At 10 and 11 a.m., in Showker Hall, room 410, 
Hancock will present "Global Corporations and the 
Global Environment." 
At 2 p.m., Hancock will meet with JMU faculty 
and students to discuss "Internationalization and 
Business: The 21st Century" in Showker Hall, room 
108. 
At 7 p.m., Hancock will end the series with a 
lecture to the Shenandoah Valley World Trade 
Association on "Fu-Rin-Ka-Zan: Symbiosis of 
Western Technology and Oriental Spirit— 
Springboard for International Investments and 
Trade" in Showker Hall, room 106. 
'Earth ship' houses 
A New Mexican pioneer, Michael Reynolds, has developed a 
self-sufficient house made almost entirely of aluminum cans, used 
tires and soil. The walls of the house, that he calls earth ships, 
are made of dirt, mud and straw-packed tires that act as natural 
insulators. Solar panels provide enough energy to run regular 
household appliances and water is collected from the roof. 
Cost to have an earth ship built 
$60,000 
Cost of plans to build your 
own earth ship: 
$1,300 
Source: DeuAmag^ne CHANT «3tt«*«/TH& 8RESZE 
Calendar of events 
19 Saturday 
•   Last day to change a semester course from 
credit/no-credit or audit to letter grade, or 
letter grade to credit/no-credit or audit. Last 
day to withdraw from a semester course or 
withdraw from university without academic 
penalty. Last day to drop a fourth block with 
refund and without a "W" grade or $10 fee. 
Sunday 
Baseball, JMU vs. Old Dominion, 1 p.m. 
Men's tennis, JMU vs. George Mason, 1 p.m. 
• Baseball, JMU vs. Old Dominion, 1 p.m. 
• Men's gymnastics, Virginia State Championships, preliminaries 11 a.m., 
championships, 5 p.m. 
• The Roanoke Symphony, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission $12.50 for the public, $8.50 
for senior citizens, children, and JMU faculty, staff and students. 
FRIDAY 
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Delivering the Perfect Pizza! 
433-PAPA 
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Topping Pizza $f\96 
.Iff If 
Shawn Brown 
10 SPEED BICYCLE 
Jennifer Cooper 
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Get Exposed! 
Shoot for 
The Breeze. 
11iiiin1111111 
Meetings are Mondays and Fridays at 4 p.m. in 
Anthony-Seeger Hall, 
room 218. 
Ashby Crossing 
1235-F Devon Lane, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday - Friday 
10-1 and 2-5 Saturday 
Like sands through the hourglass, 
so too, is your time slipping away. 
But, it's not too late. (YEA!) 
You want it? Ashby got it. 
• Individual leases 
• Weight Room 
•Basketball courts 
• Volleyball courts 
• 24 hour Maintenance ► Double beds available 
• Covered bus shelter 
• Bus pickup every 15 minutes 
Short walk to JMU 
Designated Driver program 
Full-size washer & dryer 
Ample, well-lighted parking 
m 
CROSSING 
EquilHoowiB 
Opportune 
—»■ 
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Condemn abortion violence 
Last week the conflict over abortion rights in 
America became a war. 
Its first casualty, Dr. David Gunn, was 
shot by anti-abortion activist Michael 
Griffin in the back as he arrived for work at a clinic 
in Pcnsacola, Fla. Griffin, described by his minister 
as a "fervent opponent of abortion,'' admitted to 
police that he killed the doctor to keep Gunn from 
performing abortions. 
Unfortunately, Gunn's death seems to be the 
natural culmination of the ever-escalating battle 
between anti-abortion and abortion rights forces. 
Over the last several years, both sides have taken the 
Tight for their respective agendas to the streets. 
But some anti-abortion foes have taken their fight 
too far. They have physically blocked women from 
entering abortion clinics all across the country, 
notably in Kansas, Washington, D.C. and California. 
Several clinics also have been the targets of bombs 
or bomb threats — the Pcnsacola clinic was bombed 
three times in 1984. 
Now doctors have reason to fear for their lives and 
the lives of their families. Recently some anti- 
abortion groups have tried to frighten doctors away 
from performing abortions. A doctor in South 
Dakota told reporters last week that he has received 
death threats for years. Two other doctors in Florida 
quit one clinic recently after bomb and death threats. 
A Milwaukee doctor was threatened last week that if 
he didn't slop performing abortions by March 16, he 
and his wife would be killed. 
The motive behind these threats, evidently, is to 
frighten doctors away from performing abortions and 
to discourage medical students and young doctors 
from learning the procedure. But these threats also 
have fostered an atmosphere of intense hatred and 
violence in an already explosive issue. 
In 1992, the National Abortion Federation reported 
116 cases of vandalism against abortion clinics, 12 
arsons, 9 attempted arsons, 5 burglaries and one 
bombing. 
Clearly, abortion is, for most people, much more 
than just a political issue. People who are opposed to 
abortion believe they arc saving lives; people who 
support abortion believe they arc defending a 
woman's right to control her body. More than any 
other issue, abortion brings out strong emotions on 
both sides, and most clashes bring only mutual 
accusations of ignorance and misunderstanding. 
But this battle shouldn't be fought with guns, 
bombs or fire. It should be fought calmly and 
rationally with words and non-violent protests. 
Some groups are waging their balUe this way. The 
National Right to Life Committee concentrates on 
lobbying politicians to pass legislation to restrict 
abortion and to educate people about their views on 
abortion. But some other groups, like Operation 
Rescue and Rescue America, concentrate on 
blockading clinics and harassing doctors and women. 
The director of Rescue America said that although 
Gunn's death was "unfortunate," he said it would 
"have a chilling effect on this business." 
Activists on both sides of this issue should 
condemn this act of violence and work to make sure 
the battle over abortion rights remains in the courts 
and legislatures and out of the morgue. 
The house editorial is written by a member of the 
editorial board and does not necessarily reflect the 
opinion of the individual staff members. 
QaykCohm... managing edbi)r  Qrunt)eruwg...(>pimonedk)r 
Letters to the editor should be no more than 350 words, columns no 
more than 550 words, and will be published on a space available basis. 
They must be delivered to the Bm& by: noon Tuesday or 5 p.m. Friday. 
The Breeze reserves the right to edit for clarity and space. 
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the: opinion of 
the newspaper, rhis staff, or James Madison University. 
Wfc M W%S**« .    ^' DARTS 
-«. ^^fc* 
/         / 
'   AC—-V PATS 1   ' tfL_7 my    o     ; l ■$mm*^m - ... 
Dart. 
A big dart to dining services who think a 
meal plan worth thousands of dollars will keep 
students from moving out of the inept dorms on 
campus. I mean, who wants more of D-Hall? 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat,., 
A responsible pal lo the university lor 
canceling classes Monday and Tuesday when 
ihc blizzard of 1993 struck Harrisonburg. 
Taking the lime to clear ofl some of the snow 
and ice from ihc walkways and highways saved 
many students from sliding lo class, and mighi 
have saved someone's life. Also a pal lo the 
professors who adjusted their class schedules 
fairly to account for the snow days. 
Dart... 
To the department of theatre and dance for 
holding a seminar with a visiting professional 
on a day when the university was closed and 
requiring students to attend. We paid tuition but 
were not able to leam from this professional 
because we thought that if the university is 
closed there would be no classes or seminars. 
Sent in anonymously. 
Pat.,. 
A "good thinking" pal to the Health Center 
and all the other sponsors of the Safe Break 
Party. It's a great idea and we hope they host ii 
again ncxi year. We also hope everyone who 
picked up condoms remembered lo use them. 
Sent in by the Wellness Peer Educators. 
Dart... 
To the students whose cars mysteriously 
"break down" on the sirccl next to P.C. Dukes, I 
mean c'mon. Ii really gels lo be a big pain to 
ride my bike when that sirccl is turned inio a 
parking lot. Give me a 'break,' please. 
Sent in by an aggravated bicycle rider. 
Pat. •• 
A very warm pat to the police officer who 
stopped and gave two freezing girls a ride to 
Eagle Hall as they were walking from Z-lot late 
one freezing night. 
Sent in anonymously. 
.*.•.!. I....   » .   » >kltl 
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Letters to the Editor 
Breeze ad 'perpetuates 
racism and stereotypes' 
TO«W«MOR 
I am very disturbed. Here it is 1993, and we black 
people must endure blatant racism in our own school 
newspaper. The racism of which I speak involves the 
Superfresh advertisement on page eight of the Feb. 23 issue 
of The Breeze. Besides displaying various food items on 
sale, this particular advertisement depicts an over- 
exaggerated black man with large bulging eyes, an 
extremely wide nose, and large protruding lips. I don' i 
know what is wrong with you people at The Breeze, but I 
sure know one thing, you all must wake up! We do not look 
like that! 
will know that such stereotypical characters were used by 
white Americans in order to reinforce the exploitation of 
African-Americans. You will also know that characters, 
like the one printed in your newspaper, not only 
perpetuates racism and stereotypes, but contributes to the 
stunting of our development as dignified human beings. 
This character shows your ignorance. I must leave you 
with one suggestion — require your staff to watch a video 
in Carrier Library called "Ethnic Notions." It may help you 
further understand where I am coming from, and prevent 
such grotesque misrepresentations from occurring again. 
Damon T. Symonds 
hbtory 
junior 
73 other signatures 
Letters 
to the 
'Editor I 
People may say that "it is not an offensive picture," and 
I'll say bull—! I am very offended, and every African- 
American on this campus should be offended (and angry) 
too! If you know anything about racism in this country, you 
Discovering the difference 
between truth and illusion 
To the editor: 
I am writing in response to Paige Duncan's critique of 
the university's motto for the 1992-93 school year, 
"Discovery and the Illusion of Knowledge." I'm baffled 
and somewhat frightened by someone who feels critical 
thinking and having one's beliefs challenged is "an assault 
on the moral integrity students possess when they enter 
college." If someone has a problem with discovering new 
information about the work! we live in, then perhaps they 
shouldn't have come to JMU. Discovery happens every day 
to everyone and what becomes "knowledge" to one person 
from this discovery in no way becomes truth to the rest of 
the universe. That is the illusion. 
So do we, as students at JMU, just accept the fact that 
knowledge is worthless, abstract and an inefficient means 
of better understanding our world? No, we don't. Wc 
certainly don't rely upon our present understanding of the 
world to lead us into the future. Where would we be if we 
still thought the earth was flat? As a history major, 1 would 
think you understand the historical relevance of this year's 
motto to our present culture. Five hundred years ago, 
conventional wisdom was completely altered as European 
and American civilizations collided, convincingly altering 
both cultures' realities. Using Columbus' "discovery" of 
America as a microcosm of the discoveries which have not 
yet been made, think of all the illusions which lie ahead for 
the human race. 
In reference to the statement that "wc should have 
come to college to learn, and I don't like being told that my 
parents and I are working hard to pay for $32,(KK) for an 
illusion," I think it is a shame that you arc concerned with 
somebody telling you that what you arc getting out of this 
college experience is an illusion. College, like life, is what 
you make of it. Don't dwell on your misinterpretation of 
the university's motto for this school year. If you are 
looking for truth and morality, perhaps an easier answer to 
these puzzling cosmic questions could be found in a book 
like the Bible where one is free to accept all of its truths 
without giving any critical thought to it whatsoever. 
Alfred Bawcombo 
hbtory 
senior 
/'Vl 
Madison Manor offers recreational facilities for 
everyone - swimming pool, Jacuzzi, tennis 
court, basketball, & weight room. We also 
offer 9 or 12 month leases for some of the most 
luxurious off-campus living in Harrisonburg. 
Call Joe or stop by TODAYI 
434*6166 
[$50 off 1st month's r^nt WITH THIS ' *>! 
Iv&ere more can te, fiocLKdfrr fees,., 
evpires3»31«93 
F 
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Lights . Comp 
Artists let their talents flourish on compul 
Article by Cheryl Likness 
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puter . . . Action 
iter screens creating movies without actors 
[he surreal world of computer graphics has 
come alive for JMU students through stalc-of- 
thc-art software and their artistic talent, 
this electronic world you can create anything 
ant and that's the most exciting thing," said 
art major Gary Lacey, who transferred from a 
j art school in London. "You have freedom, 
tn do anything." 
riputcr graphics and animation arc being taught 
443. Computer graphics is the creation of 
images produced by design software programs 
cscntcr Professional and MacRcndcrman. 
mation involves the manipulation of three - 
sional forms on the screen. Students learn how 
eir artistic talents with computers instead of 
pads. 
nputcr graphics arc in great demand by the 
ss world, especially in the area of multimedia 
: lions. 
nputcr graphics experience is "a good 
round to have," Laccy said. "Once you know 
iu can go anywhere and do anything." 
: experience Lacey and other students arc 
ing at JMU is among the most competitive in 
ia. 
e are one of the more complete universities as 
graphic design in the state," senior art major 
f Davis said. "I'd say we have an advantage 
lot of other schools because of that. 
>mpanies are starting to recognize James 
son as a very good institution for art and 
c design. We have a good staff that keeps up 
he latest software. 
itarted out being interested in art," he said. "I 
thought about computer animation. Now it's 
made a big step forward. Technology is just 
ng" 
iisiant art professor Peter Ratncr said, "A lot of 
udents are now gelling jobs because of all the 
liter experience they've had here" 
t without the students' creativity and hard 
the technology available would be useless. 
Imaginations go wild on screen 
The videos produced by the students each 
semester feature anything from a basketball player to 
a exploding alien. 
"Every pan of the body is going to move just like 
a human body," Davis said of his latest project, 
which will be a man dunking a basketball. "It's kind 
of a challenge to be able to do that." 
Lacey worked on his current project for about 
eight hours every day during spring break. This 
animation is of an alien riding a bullet-bike 
motorcycle through the desert. 
"You open with a desert scene" Laccy said. "He 
looks around, gels on his bike, lakes off, music starts 
up. 
"Then it flips back and forth through these various 
images going through space and lime," he said. "At 
the very end of the musical sequence, he hits a wall 
and explodes." 
Computer graphic design students arc used to 
spending months on an project that will take less 
than a minute to view on video. 
Lacey is still in the final stages of an animation 
project he began last semester. 
"I made a mile and half of forest for a bug that's 
about six inches long," Lacey said. "It got way out of 
hand." 
Lacey said he likes "to push the limit" of what he 
can produce and will spend as much lime as 
necessary to make it look good. 
But before students can make anything look good, 
they need to know how to use the technology to their 
advantage. 
Graphic dan teaches basics 
The first project for beginning students is to draw 
and animate a human figure. 
The figure is drawn or "modeled" using "splines" 
or lines that form a type of wire mesh outline of the 
figures. 
"In modeling you're actually constructing it," 
Ratncr said. "Il's part sculpture and part drawing 
because you have to know how lo build things in 3- 
D. 
"Each finger has lo move separately. We try lo do 
it as close as possible lo real anatomy, 
"Once you've got the models drawn and you've 
gol ihc background done then what you do is set up 
your sequence," he said. 
The sequence involves moving ihc figure. The 
computer generates frames between the frames thai 
arc drawn by ihc artist This is an advantage over cell 
animation, where the artist draws and colors each 
frame by hand. 
An "eye" or camera in the computer allows the 
artist to view the object from different angles after it 
has been drawn in three dimensions. 
"Students not only have lo know how to creale 
things using their art background, drawing and 
sculpture, they also have lo know a litilc bit aboul 
cinematography," Ratncr said. 
Aficr the object is animated, surfaces or "shadcrs" 
arc added. 
Lacey said, "Shadcrs arc the quality thai make it 
l<x)k like slccl, chrome, marble, stone, rubber." 
Ratncr said the quality of the shadcr can be 
manipulated. The grain in wood can be made larger 
or smaller or a surface can be made more or less 
transparent 
The painting process, or "rendering," is done by 
the computer automatically. 
"The rendering process is so memory intensive 
that I have to turn everything off on the computer 
except the bare minimum that it needs to render," 
Ratner said. 
According to head of the art department Phillip 
James, last week Duke Hall computer lab received a 
Silicon Graphics work engine, which will speed up 
the rendering process. 
Ratncr said every personal computer in the lab 
will be networked to the work engine. The rendering 
will be facilitated because the individual computers 
will no longer be used for this process. 
"It's a processing engine," Laccy said. "Il's 
especially designed for computer graphics and 
animation. 
"Il's ihc best righi now," he said. "Il's standard in 
the industry." 
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DOOR PRIZES • FOOD • BAND 
The Class 
of 1995 
Ding 
Premiere 
March 23* 1993 
730 PM 
PC Ballroom 
Make plans to attend now! 
1* 700 Students 
Will Deceive 
Free T-shirts! 
/IRTQIRVED 
\ COI I FHF.IFWFI RV 
11 [IV 'S 
Restaurant 
Wbcr* i$$M*ic Uvmm in Harrisonburg 
171 N. Main St. Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
Friday — VADUCA 
^ ou \o\ e I hem!!  A ml fche\ 
Saturday 
Ama7Jn»S Fusion/ Funk/ Ska--  Rockin Fun!! 
^Monday Open 6tase 
▼/ Gabe Crerie (free hot dogs) 
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(Above) Junior Garland Days, a four-year member of the Madisonians, leads the group in a warm-up before rehearsals. 
(Below) Senior Beth Cabral gets serenaded by freshman Earl Perkins during a rehearsal of the group's Broadway section. 
Madisonians give voice and motion to music 
by Elisabeth Bergman 
contributing writer 
They live lo perform. 
"We sing, we dance, we act," said junior Garland 
Days, a four-year veteran of the Madisonians. "In 
the real world, you have to be a triple threat." 
The Madisonians, JMU's show choir, provides 
student performers the opportunity to explore a 
variety of creative outlets at once. 
For the most part, the performers' previous 
experiences were limited to high school show choirs 
with little background in dance. 
But they don't stay inexperienced for long. 
"Because our director spreads things out so well, we 
all get a chance to develop our skills in performing," 
Lee Burns, a second-year Madisonian, said. 
And director Sandra Cryder wants it that way. 
'To have some guys come in in the beginning of the 
year who can hardly dance and watch their growth 
as performers — watch them improve — is very 
satisfying," she said. 
But there's more to the Madisonians than just the 
performers. An accompanying band, sound crew 
and costume staff are needed. 
"Students can help out with a lot," Jennifer 
Newman, a costumer for the group, said. 
Cryder agreed. "There are many things for 
people to do who do not sing or dance." 
To get themselves ready for audiences, the 
Madisonians practice two hours a night, three nights 
a week. They also have 25-hour dance weekends 
where a professional choreographer works with the 
members on their movements and (lancing. 
Burris said that the atmosphere is a supportive 
one. "There is a very close bond. The friendships are 
the highlights of the group. We all have music in 
PHOTOS BY CRAKS NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
common that we love." 
Junior Steve Hassmer agreed. "We are like our 
own little fraternity. Outside of practice, we hang 
out almost all the time." 
While the group enjoys a friendly atmosphere, 
performance remains the focus. "It is professional, 
yet not intimidating," Burris said. 
Waving his hands around the room. Days said, 
"These are the future performers." 
Hassmer added, "For many, this experience is a 
stepping stone to higher things." 
Already many of the group's members have 
attained professional success. Days took a year off 
from school to do a national tour of "Ziegfield's 
Follies." Burris performed with the Continental 
Singers, a contemporary Christian group, this 
summer. Past and present members have also 
worked for theme parks and cruise ships. 
But members aren't letting future dreams distract 
them from the present. 
The group just returned from a spring break tour, 
performing at high schools in Northern Virginia and 
Pennsylvania. 
Currently, the Madisonians perform two shows 
on campus during the year, once during Parents* 
Weekend and a two-day concert in April. But most 
members want more shows on campus. 
"Many people don't know who we are," Days 
said. "Once more people see us they'll appreciate 
us." 
Burris said there needs to be more campus 
awareness, not just for exposure, but to get people to 
audition. 
"This is a very diverse school," she said, " and 
many people would enjoy being in the group but 
may not even know about it" 
The group's eclectic mix of tunes includes such 
hits as "End of the Road," "Love is a Wonderful 
Thing" and "Achy, Breaky Heart." 
"We sing pop, country, Broadway, all kinds of 
music," Burris said. 
Gross said, "If students would come to see us, I 
think they would keep on coming back because we 
sing the kind of music they can identify with." 
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Roanoke Symphony comes 
to Wilson Hall Auditorium 
by Donna Ragsdale 
arts editor 
The strands of music of the 
Roanoke Symphony Orchestra will 
flow through Wilson Hall Auditorium 
for the first time ever Sunday night. 
Directed by Victoria Bond, the 
Roanoke Symphony will be 
accompanied by guest artists David 
Baker and Awadagin Pratt 
Bond, who is one of the few women 
directing a professional orchestra, is 
also the artistic director of a 
professional opera company, the Opera 
Roanoke. She has accomplished many 
fusts, such as being the first woman to 
graduate with a doctorate in orchestral 
conducting from the Juilliard School 
and being the first woman to receive a 
conducting grant from the National 
Institute for Music Theatre to work at 
the New York City Opera and Artpark 
with Christopher Keene. 
Baker, a jazz composer, is a 
professor of music and chairman of the 
jazz department at the Indiana 
University School of Music. Baker has 
more than 500 direct commissions and 
his more than 2,000 compositions have 
been performed by the New York 
Philharmonic, Kronos String Quartet, 
Audubon Quartet and the Minnesota 
Orchestra. 
As a pianist, Pratt was the first prize 
winner of the 1992 Naumburg 
International Piano Competition. Pratt, 
26, began studying music at age 6, and 
at 16 he entered the University of 
Illinois where he studied piano, violin 
and conducting. In 1986, he enrolled at 
the Peabody Conservatory of Music 
where he became the first student in 
the Conservatory's history to receive 
degrees in three performance areas. 
The performance of the Roanoke 
Symphony Orchestra will include 
"Leonore Overture No. 2" and "Piano 
Concerto No. 3, Op. 37, C min.," both 
composed by Ludwig van Beethoven. 
"Leonore" was first heard in 1805 as 
part of Beethoven's single opera 
"Fidelio." The piano concerto was 
published in 1805. 
The performance will be at 8 p.m. 
All seats are $1250 with a $4 discount for JMU students and senior citizens. 
Call x7000for more information. 
Come to the Arts meeting at 
The Breeze on Monday night at 7. 
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Upcoming ... atJMU 
• "Eve Laramee: Installation as Spectacle and Process," March 22-April 
11, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall. 
• "New Image Gallery," March 22-April 16, Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall. 
dance 
Contemporary Dance, 8 p.m., March 25-27, Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre. 
music 
Patty Daggett, cello, 8 p.m., March 19, Anthony Seeger Hall Auditorium 
• Masterpiece Fine Arts Series -Roanoke Symphony, 8 p.m., March 21, 
Wilson Hall Auditorium 
• John Litde, Voice, 8 pan., March 23, Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
• John Wustman, guest artist, 8 p.m., March 25, Wilson Hall. 
• Jonathan Ross, voice, 6 p.m., March 26, Anthony-Seeger Hall. 
• Meloney Layman, clarinet, and John Askey, guitar, 8 p.m., March 26, 
Anthony-Seeger Hall Auditorium. 
misc 
• "Sexually Speaking with Dr. Ruth Westheimer," 8 p.m., March 22, 
Wilson Hall Auditorium. 
IKffl! ^ If ISM! 
1992 MARCHING ROYAL DUKES 
IO.OO   yrr mms.oo 
(CD)        (QEA/   ^CASSETTE) 
1990 AND 1991 MARCHING ROYAL DUKES STILL 
ALSO AVAILABLE WHILE QUANTITIES LAST! 
FLEX 
flllimiMllMiiaamiii 
Top Your JpizzAj 
With w 
A Large 1 Topping 
Pizza For Only <fc/T 96 
433-PAPA ^{J™™ 
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Men's swimming wins 
ECAC championships 
JMU men's swimming and diving team 
captured the Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference Swimming and Diving 
Championships March 4-6. 
The Dukes won the 27-team meet with a 
score of 584.5, easily defeating second place La 
Salle by 82.5 points. First year coach Steve 
"Sid" Cassidy, who was named coach of the 
meet, was happy with his team's championship. 
"It was really a great team effort,*' he said. 
"The guys really came together." 
Sophomore Mark Gabrielle, who was named 
swimmer of the meet, won three events and 
swam on four winning relay teams. He set a 
JMU and pool record in the 100-yard butterfly 
with a time of 48.53, broke a JMU record in the 
200-yard medley and won the 200-yard 
butterfly. 
Sophomore G ian Pozzolini set a pool record 
and placed first in the 100-yard backstroke, 
finishing with a time of 49.64. 
In the 400-yard individual medley, team 
captain senior Jeremy Davey finished second in 
a JMU record time 4:01.19 
The JMU relay teams also dominated. In the 
200-yard medley and the 400-yard freestyle, 
they broke JMU record^ wim times of 1:51.74 
and 3:02.15 respectively. The teams also won 
the 400-yard medley and the 800-yard freestyle. 
"I think it was a tribute to how diligently they 
trained and how much they believed in each 
other," Cassidy said, *Tt was exciting and I was 
thriDed 8>be apartof it" 
—Kevin Finch 
Dukes eliminated, 73-61 
by Joe Kornik 
sports editor 
For the fourth straight year, the JMU Dukes were 
eliminated in the first round of the National 
Invitational Tournament. This year the rain fell on 
the Dukes' parade in a 73-61 wash out at the hands 
of the Providence Friars. 
JMU trailed by only a deuce with three minutes 
remaining before Providence scored 16 of the 
game's final 21 points en route to the victory. 
"When we got it down to two after being behind 
15,1 thought they might have tightened up," JMU 
head coach Lefty Driesell said. "I thought our guys 
played hard and just about as well as they could play, 
except we missed a lot free throws again." 
JMU shot only 13-21 from the line for a dismal 61 
percent and a pitiful 39 percent from the floor on the 
evening, while Providence shot 47.9 from the field. 
The Dukes were worn down by the bigger and 
stronger Big East squad as the play turned physical. 
JMU found itself in foul trouble for most of the 
contest and four players fouled out for JMU. 
"They are probably a little stronger ball club than 
us," Driesell said. "But our guys played hard all 
night long and I am proud of them." 
Things started out well enough for the Dukes as 
they opened a quick 12-8 lead over Providence. But 
the Friars physical Big East play eventually wore 
down the Dukes in the first half as they out 
rebounded JMU 22-18 on the way to a 34-27 lead. 
After trailing by as many as 15 points in the 
opening moments of the second half, the Dukes 
staged a comeback effort aided by the long-range 
bombing of sophomore Kent Culuko's two three- 
pointers. 
DUKES IN THE NIT 
1993 — Providence 73 
JMU 61 
1992 — Rutgers 73 
JMU 69 
1991 — Providence 98 
JMU 93 
1990 — New Orleans 78 
JMU 74 
1987 — S.F. Austin 70 
JMU 63 
Riding the momentum of a 23-10 run, the Dukes 
managed to cut the Friars lead to only two with just 
under 10 minutes remaining. 
The Friars quickly answered the Dukes run by 
going on a modest 6-0 run of their own, pulling 
ahead 57-48 with 7 minutes remaining. 
The Dukes could never quite turn the comer as the 
four senior starters combined for a mere 24 points on 
the evening, IS from forward William Davis. Culuko 
took scoring honors for the Dukes as he netted 11 
second half points on his way to 18, including 4 
three-pointers. 
"They played hard and gave it all they had, and 
we got beat so were not going to cry over it," 
Driesell said. "The season is over now and we just 
have to get ready for next year." 
JMU upset in first round 
of CM Tourney, 60-58 . 
by Mike Heffner 
contributing writer 
NORFOLK — The tables were 
turned on the Dukes last Thursday as 
JMU was upset by No. 7 seed William 
& Mary 60-58 in the first round of the 
Colonial Athletic Association 
tournament. 
The Tribe came back from an 11- 
point second half deficit to pull off 
what head coach Trina Thomas called 
its "biggest win ever," as the No. 2- 
seeded Dukes scored only one field 
goal in the last 5:48 of the contest 
"I'm dissatisfied in the way we 
lost," JMU head coach Shelia 
Moorman said. "We made some 
mental errors down the stretch." 
With 13 seconds left and the score 
tied 58-58, junior guard Gail Shelly, 
an 81 percent free-throw shooter on 
me season, missed the back end of a 
one-and-one opportunity. The Tribe 
grabbed the rebound and JMU was 
forced to foul W&M's Tara Roberson 
to stop the clock. 
Roberson missed the front end of 
her one-and-one, but the Tribe's 
Rebecca Dayvault grabbed the 
rebound and threw up a shot that 
banged off the iron and dropped in for 
the game-winning hoop. 
"It's all a daze, to tell you the 
truth," Dayvault said. "I wasn't really 
intending to take the winning shot" 
The Dukes managed a desperation 
17-foot jumper by sophomore forward 
Kara Ratliff which fell short as the 
horn sounded. 
Despite a collapsing post defense, 
the Dukes could not contain the 
Tribe's junior center Ashleigh Akens, 
who finished with 17 points and 15 
rebounds. Sophomore forward 
Aquendine Khasidis scored a game- 
high 19 points.   ' 
Midway through the first half 
W&M went on a 12-0 run to take a 
21-16 lead and held the Dukes 
scoreless for more than six minutes. 
But it was another W&M run in the 
second half that downed the Dukes. 
Triggered by a brief but effective full- 
court press, the Tribe outscored JMU 
10-0 in 4:30 for a 57-55 lead and held 
on for the upset victory. 
But despite JMU's loss in the 
quarterfinals of the tournament, 
Moorman found a bright spot in the 
Dukes'season. 
"I wanted them to finish the season 
on a positive note, and this is a 
downer," Moorman said. 
.. .   . 
• 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
JMU's Mary Eileen Algeo can't bear to watch as W&M celebrates. 
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Papa John's Special 
TOPPINQ PIZZA 
96 
PLUS TAX 433 PAPA 
PAPA 
Qet a Large 1 Topping 
Pizza For Only $6 96 PLUS TAX 
B. 0 e*ihvw"!- 
Great clothes 
you can 
comfortably 
afford, even 
on a, 
students 
- M 
Bair-EE Station Catalogue 
Outlet delivers the best 
quality catalogue & brand- 
name clothing for men & \ 
women at the lowest prices. 
Don't go without...just go to 
Barr-EE Station! 
RARR-EE STATION 
HflRRISONBURQ 
Next to Kroger 
mam 
■:■: "Leadership!" is a new 
;•;•;■!\\\ series or workshops ■:•:•:•:•: sponsored by the JMU 
Leadership, Education And 
Development Center,   It is; 
•:■ our mission to provide all 
JMU students with a diverse 
assortment of opportunities 
!;! and experiences that will 
provide knowledge, develop 
skills and shape attitudes 
that will become the 
foundation for lifelong 
leadership. These 
workshops are open to all 
JMU students. To register 
for one or more workshops lO J 
the y:;:-:-:-:;:-:-^ieMi»:fiU:oiit:-ase: 
registration form:below and 
x:x":":">x^:':"jf>tqiii:it:ipY 
The LEAD Center 
Office of istudent Activities 
P.O. Box 3501 
Wiue-Price Hall 
! James Madison University 
NAME: 
IR0.B0X. 
|PH0NB:_ 
! YEAR(FRESE, SOPE, ETC). 
TO REGISTER1 YOB mmjr ; 
regliter for as many ! 
program «J you like, but ; 
you muit torn In • i 
rcgijtrmtlon form at leaat one • 
week before the first I 
program yon plan to attend ; 
that    month. Space    la ! 
available on a flrit come I 
flnt aerved basla. Reglater ; 
now   for   March   programa. ! 
Please check the program(s) you wish to attend. 
j G Are Ethics Situational? G What's Your Style? 
■ Donna Harper 
Thutsday. March 25. 70PM 
JMU Haatth Cantor 
Professional ethics and 
honor codas ar« ona thing. 
but what about parsonaJ 
• (rues'*   is it appfopnata to 
hava diflarant ethical 
standards lor dillarani 
\ tuitions7 This workshop 
wll aiamina situation! and 
d at. mas in light ol both 
'•• ii  al and piotassional 
«ihics 
• John Noftsingar 
Mon . March 29    7 30-9 30PM 
Valley Room. WCC 
Thu program aiammas the 
essential skills ol 
undarstanding tha leadership 
styles ol individuals withm a 
'•am   Participants will be 
introduced 10 a framework lo> 
understanding the laadaiship 
and working styles ol 
themselves and othars. 
parlorm v\ assassmanl ol 
their own sty la preferences. 
and viaw and discuss a vidao 
on laadaiship stylas 
□ The Myers Br:ggs 
Type Indicator 
• Yvatie Modca- Turner 
luasday. March 30. 7 10PM 
Tidewater Room. WCC 
idanhly you* personality 
prataranca basad on tha 
Myers Briggs Typa Indcalor 
You will hawe the opporiundy 
lo laain *r»i strengths and 
challenges you bring to 
ralalnnships and how IO work 
*nh othars io bring out tha 
basi in everyone 
Are Ethics Situational? 
March 25 
Professional eWcs and honor codes are one tunq, but what about 
different situations? This workshop wdl examine silialons and alemmas 
in light ol both personal and prolessional ethics 
■ 
What's Your Style? 
March 29 
This program examines the essential skills ol understanding the 
leadership styles ol individuals withn a team Participants will be 
introduced to a framework lor understanding the leadership and working 
styles ol themselves and others, parlorm an assessment ol their own 
style preferences, and view and discuss a video on leadership styles 
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
March 30 
idontfy your personality prelerence based on the Myers Bnggs Type 
Indicator  You wJI have the oppor turvly to learn what stengtis and 
challenges you bring to relationships and how lo work with oliets to 
bring out the best in everyone. 
One for All 
April5 
Clubs, organizations and inlormal groups used to depend on the 
"f:r'mn tr* SBB rmBBBr Hera 
»total good, and that leadership wdl ideally draw upon the various 
strengths ol the members The JMU Outriggers, a group ol peer 
leaders!)*) consultants, will demonstrate techniques, strategies and 
models for effective teambutldirig. Your organization will grow sronger as 
a result! 
The Use and Abuse ot Power 
April 8 
Using a simulation game, we will explore the legitimate and illeotmale 
use of power in positions ol leadership Power can be achieved through 
a variety of means. We will experience how power works and which 
means are most effective in helping a group achieve its goals 
Valuing Diversity in Leadership 
April 14 
Gender, cultural, and personalty differences present special challenges 
as well as special gifts to today's leaders. We will examine the ways m 
which we can learn to not just accept, but expect and seek difference. 
Allies, Not Alibis: Building Bridges in a 
World of Difference 
April 15 
Lers rediscover our human-nessl Wei look at ways to move beyond 
lip service and duly work together to eradicate the mistreatment ol all 
people 
Bafa Bafa 
April 19 
Jan slall members ol the leadership Education and Development Center 
nimmrMrrnn' •W+rrrU participants the i 
examine the assumptions and stereotypes that arise 
Thinking about Leadership in a Very Scary World 
- or- 
Yes-There's a Monster Under My Bed, and I'm All 
Alone 
April 22 
This seminar will explore views of our future, look at some ideas about 
how our brains work, investigate how we think about our rotes in hie. 
examine callings (versus careers), and explore the gualies of leadership 
thai we all possess Participants will take part in activities that wll allow 
them lo explore these ideas and gam insights into personal leadership 
characlensbcs. 
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JMU done in by 7th-seed East Carolina 
by Steve Miranda 
assistant sports editor 
RICHMOND—Thg scene: Richmond Coliseum. 
CAA men's basketball tournament. The result: Head 
Coach Lefty Driesell and the Dukes are upset by a 
lower-seeded team. The year: pick one. 
For JMU fans, last weekend's tourney turned out 
to be yet another tired old rerun from years past, with 
the same unhappy ending. This time, JMU was 40 
minutes away from its first NCAA tournament bid in 
10 years, before losing to seventh-seeded East 
Carolina 54-49 in the CAA finals. 
Last year JMU was upset by No. 4 seed Old 
Dominion in the CAA finals before packing for the 
NIT. In 1991, top-seeded JMU lost to No. 8 seed 
Navy in the first round of the CAA tournament. In 
1990, top-sccded JMU fell to Richmond, again in the 
CAA finals. 
And every year that JMU doesn't win the CAA 
tournament, the pressure to get to the NCAAs 
increases. 
"We knew we had to win to get an NCAA 
tournament bid, and we played light," Driesell said 
after losing to ECU. "I tried everything I could to 
keep 'em loose. It was just a matter of being tight." 
Keeping 'cm loose was Dricscll's remedy for the 
CAA tournament illness that struck JMU four 
straight years. He let the team choose what drills to 
run in practice the week before the tournament and 
he rested key players more during the season to keep 
them fresh. 
While several CAA teams scheduled a non- 
conference game during the week off after the 
regular season to tune-up for the CAA tournament , 
Driesell let his team rest. 
None of it worked. In the opening round against 
No. 8 seed George Mason, JMU scored a season-low 
16 points in the first half, on 29 percent shooting, 
including 1-7 from throe-point range. But the Dukes 
were able to rally in the second half by pounding the 
ball inside, and escaped with a 60-49 win. 
They were forced to come from behind again in 
the semifinals against American, trailing by as many 
as seven in the first hall. A pair of big three-pointers 
by freshman center Darren McLinton helped the 
Dukes to a 28-25 halftime lead, and JMU eventually 
held off the Eagles 70-61. 
JMU went after some more comeback magic in 
the finals, but couldn't finish the task. 
ECU, who appeared to have paved the road to the 
NCAA tournament for the Dukes, played on emotion 
DRIESELL page 23 
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Junior Clayton Ritter's reaction says it all. 
CAA POSTSEASON HONORS 
First Team All-CAA 
Brian Gilgeous, American 
Bryan Edwards, JMU 
William Davis, JMU 
Petey Sessoms, ODU 
Kenny Wood, Richmond 
■Second Team All-CAA 
Odell Hodge, ODU 
Jeff Chambers, JMU 
Thomas Roberts, W&M 
Tim Shaw, UNC-W 
Keith Jackson, ODU 
All-Defense 
Jeff Chambers, JMU 
Donald Anderson, ODU 
Eugene Burroughs, I'R 
Brian (lilgeous, All 
Lester Lyons, ECU 
All-Academic 
Kent Culuko, JMU 
Marko Krivokapic, U 
Sean Larkin, ODD 
Craig Sedmak, A Li 
Jim Springer, L;R 
WAL*MART 
VISION CENTER 
Complete Eyewear Packages! 
f Packages Include: 
Bronze Package 
CR-39 Plastic Lenses 
Single Vision $46M 
No-Line Bifocals $109" 
Choke of Frames to $39.84 
FREE Scratch Coating 
FREE Breakage Guarantee 
Silver Package 
Always Lite Lenses 
Virtually Unbreakablo 
Ultra Violet Protection 
Lighter & Thinner 
Single Vision $76M 
No-Line Bifocals $139a4 
T 
Our Lowest Price Ever on Wayfarer Sunglasses! 
To holp ensure mo protoccon of your children's eyes, we will only sell virtually unbreakable 
Always Lite Lenses to our customers under 18. 
wayfarer 84 OUR LOWEST   -«C PRICE EVER!    -« 
&4Q92 
car* k 
ncludci 
FREE 
RoNu 
it! 
Per Pair of Bausch & Lomb Ultra or... 
DuraSoft 21 hi fly Wear 
OR A PACKAGE OF SIX 
DISPOSABLE LENSES 
ACl/VUE or SUHEVuI by Vbtakon, NewVueS 
by Clba or  SeeQuence 2 by Bausch & I <>ml. 
433-9527 
Harrisonburg, VA 
978-3773 
• 73 Hataan Hetgtrto 
Charlottesville, VA) 
786-8180 
Fredericksburg, VA 
Independent Doctor of Optometry located next doo- to the WAL-MART Vision Center. 
Expires 5/31/93. ©1993 NVAL 'Cannot be combined with other discounts. 
Most prescriptions. Must have a current valid prescription. 
h«?Qci first 
'.ai.xcitters 
TAN:ING SPECIAL 
Don't lose tha+ ton you worked so hard for: 
Unlimited tanning for one month....$35 
or 8 visits....$21 
1828 S. Main Street 
(outsido nautilus) 
433-6643 
expires 4» 15*93 
1 visit per day 
"COUPON 
Large 1 
Topping Pizza 
433-PAPA 
$6 96 PLUS TAX 
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'S 
Restaurant 
171 N. Main St.  Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
CRAB FEST 
FVERYMMDAY 
AT 
JOKER'S PUB 
llb  of SNOW CRAB LEGS 
French Fries & Slaw 
JpT^jU plus tax 
Eacn additional pound 
$O.OU plus tax 
irom 5-10 p.m. 
Gel here early for the best seats! 
THE PIER MENTOR PROGRAM IS NOW 
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE 
1993-1994 SCHOOL YEAR. APPLICANTS 
SHOULD IE MULTICULTURAL STUDENTS 
WHO ARE SOPHOMORES. JUNIORS OR 
SENIORS, HAVE A MINIMUM OF 2.15 G. PA. 
AND ARE WILLING TO RE A BIG RROTHER OR 
SISTER FOR INCOMING MULTICULTURAL 
FRESHMEN. APPLICATIONS MAY RE PICKED 
UP IN THE COUNSELING CENTER, 
ioo ALUMNAE HALL, DEADLINE FOR 
COMPLETED APPLICATIONS IS 
MARCH 26TM, 199J. 
1 
PI [[q]^[§[§PI^[l[§l[l[^P[li][i[ip 
Large ] 
Topping Pizza PUS TAX 
Driesell  
CONTINUED from page 21 
and answered every JMU run in the 
finals. 
They hit big shots," Driesell said. 
"When we had big shots, we missed 
them." 
With IS seconds left and JMU 
trailing 52-49, JMU set up a play that 
opened up senior point guard Bryan 
Edwards, the Dukes' best three-point 
shooter, for a shot on the right wing 
that would have tied the game that 
rimmed out 
And JMU was once again 
victimized by the time of the year 
when upsets rule. 
But what's alarming is the 
frequency in which JMU plays the 
"victim" of March's upsets. The 
Dukes entered the tournament as the 
nation's top field goal shooting team 
at 52.9 percent, but shot only 42.3 
percent for the tournament. 
In Driesell's 31-year career, he has 
been to nine conference championship 
games, and won just once. In his five 
years at JMU, he's 0-3. 
"I'm going to quit coaching in 
tournaments, or something," said 
Driesell after the most recent loss. 
But in the CAA, the conference 
tournament is everything. Just ask 
ECU, who at 13-16 is the first team 
with a losing record in the NCAA 
tournament since 1986. 
Like most leagues, the CAA plays a 
two-month, 56-game regular season as 
a tune-up for its three-day, seven- 
game free-for-all to determine the 
league's best team. ECU went 4-10 
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JMU FIELD GOAL 
PERCENTAGE 
52.9% 
•N«. 1 la U. a»tl<a 
42 3% 
Regular season CAA tournament 
during the regular season conference 
schedule, but got hot at the right time 
and captured the league's automatic 
bid to the NCAA tournament. 
Regular season stalwarts JMU and 
ODU received invites to the NTT. 
In the past, Driesell has said 
reaching the NCAA tournament is not 
the only way to judge a program. He 
has cited four straight regular season 
championships, "Best Sportsmanship" 
award the team received in 1991, and 
an impressive team GPA. 
Fair or foul, choke or upset, JMU 
didn't do it for the fourth straight year 
in the CAA tournament. And Driesell 
has a new plan for next year. 
"My idea for next year is to lose 
[during the regular season] and come 
into the tournament loose." 
HILL Don't Miss 
Our Exit! 
6,9 & 12 Month Leases Available* 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 
Pool & Tennis Court 
Wall-to-Wall Carpet ■ 
Ceiling Fans 
Mini Blinds 
Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
Management 
VOW" tt*W*K> 
Y»«Vc JUtfWMWUT 
^-V•~ 
\ 
Mon.-Fri. 10-5:30 
Sat 10-5 
Sun. 1-5 
Some restrictions apply 
CluOhouse. Devon Lane • Harnsonburg, VA 22801 
Direct-ons: Across the highway <rom JMU Campus 1-81 E»t 2A5, East on Port 
Republic Road to top bt Ml. right on Devon Lane to Rental O'tice. 
434-2220 
Sports Briefs 
Women's Lacrosse Beaten 
The JMU women's Lacrosse 
team lost to Princeton 11-8 
yesterday afternoon in 
Williamsburg. 
Princeton, currently ranked 
fourth by Lacrosse Magazine, 
improved to 2-0, while the 12th 
ranked Dukes fell to 0-1. The team's 
next match is Saturday at Perm State 
at 3:00. 
Men's Track Finishes Sixth 
at IC4A's 
The JMU men's track team 
placed sixth out of 74 teams at the 
IC4A Eastern Championships in 
Boston, Mass. March 5-6. 
In the 55-meter dash, junior Kelly 
Hawkins placed fifth with a dme of 
6.32. Hawkins continued his success 
in the mile run, finishing seventh. 
Senior Jerry Roney won the 55- 
meter hurdles, and placed fifth in 
the 200-meter run with a school 
record dme of 21.58. 
At the NCAA Championships 
in Indianapolis, Ind. March 12-13, 
Roney finished eighth in the 55- 
meter hurdles. 
Arena Falls at NCAA's, Ends 
Season 23-6 
Sophomore wrestler Jude Arena 
lost 8-0 to Central Michigan's 
Gordan in a qualifying match to 
reach the field of 32 at the NCAA 
Tournament in Ames, Iowa March 
18. 
The loss finishes Arena's season 
with an impressive mark of 23-6. 
He earned the berth in the 
tournament by winning the 142- 
pound tide at the CAA Tournament 
March 5-6 at Norfolk. 
Arena, who received freshman 
All-America honors, has a career 
record of 50-15. 
Rec Report 
•Dirty Dogs are the women's 
intramural four-on-four volleyball 
diarnpions. 
"The sign-up meeting for 
participating in the mini lacrosse 
tournament is 5:50 p.m. Wednesday 
in Godwin Hall, room 338. 
"The sign up-deadline for the 
powerlifting competition is noon 
Tuesday in Godwin Hall, room 213. 
*The women's rugby club hosts 
Mary Washington and Longwood at 
the Convocation Center Field 
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
"Students interested in going sky 
diving with the outing club this 
weekend can call Beth Gorman at 
x4024:-J;-:' 
The lacrosse club hosts Washington 
and Lee at 2 p.m. Saturday in 
Bridgeforth Stadium. 
The choice 
is easy ! 
When you 
live on 
campus, 
you're just 
minutes 
from classes, 
the library, 
labs, 
Everything ! 
Make the 
smart choice 
choose the 
on-c ampus 
option. 
For more information call: 
Extension 6489 
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CALVIN & HOBBES/BiUWatterson THE FAR SWJE/Gary Larson 
f mi^i - n~ui.il—n.ui 
I .« 
MOTHER & GRIMM/Mike Peters 
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VERISIMILITUDE/^*/ Coulson 
OUTER BOUNDS/CV Grebb 
FIRST AMUAL 
WRLDATLAS 
Feafcurinq 
, tefty 
IRELAND 
Also (nqudinqj 
whitne/ HOU^ToN, ashle/MOMTAiV/V 
desiM^SH>M6TbH & VlRGlNiAmadsen 
WHAT'S m 
PROBLCH? 
fr:.**W8!ttiH- 
Ifcla 
'.. 
*• 
»V 
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ITS COLD 
OUT THERE!! 
COME HOME 
A FIRE !! 
FIREPLACES In every unit 
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full baths 
Many with STUDY or 3rd bedroom 
9 MONTH LEASES 
They're going FAST!! 
MXD150J< 
MANOR 
CALL TODAY 432-1860!! 
For a private showing 
or 
Stop by the office and 
ASK FOR MIKE 
Offered by: 
FUNKHOUSER 
& ASSOCIATES 
REALTORS 
$100 DRAWING 
BRING COUPON TO MADISON MANOR 
TO ENTER 
Name:  - 
Address: 
Telephone:. 
V/.V.W^y>'/«.V.VV^>/''f«VVVAV.'.V.'.W.VA,,,.'.M.y>«.V.« 
Most interested in: ( ] 2 bedroom   [ ] 2 bedroom w/ study 
[ ] 3 bedroom 
No purchase or obligation necessary to enter/ Drawing March 31,1993 
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3M dupku (Can be furnWwd) - August 1 
of Juno 1,1901 tWrno. 434-2100 
Tewnheuee - Furreshsd, female. JMU, 3 
Nocks. W/0 Available AugiM. $150. 434- 
1040 
11* apt. - Short kw*e* available 4 blocks 
on Dutcha* Cowl Eicepeonel value. Check 
i* on $315*0 434 2100 
Far rest - 4M, 2 bath c*nd*. Uruvemrty 
Place W/D. rang*, 0W. MW, ralhoarMor 
Furnished, available Aug. 1, 1993 Call 
cosset. (703) 594-2277. 
Tired el the bo. riaa? 1 & 2 BH apts doe* 
to JMU. Some utilities included 432-3979. 
bavemeeeaoe 
Large room - TO ye«. iron c.mpu.. 
May/Summer, balcony Tav. 4334872. 
M peepk - Fumtehed tew nhouee, WD, 
DW.A/C. short wak 4321957 
Nags Head area • Student homing 
available lor sum met employment at the 
beach Call RE/MAX Ocean Realty. (919) 
441-9127. 
Aahby Creasing Summer sublet - 2 RMs 
available. S375/room tor the entire summer 
434-5118 
Hawkins Stfset - 4M, 2 baths, completer, 
furnished. $195, water included 433-882? 
University Place -41R, 2 baths, corrplelery 
tumished, $195, individual base 4334822 
University Place - 3BR, 2 baths, completely 
lunwhed. $2054225, private bath Individual 
lease, water Deluded, WO. MW, bus service 
4334822         
4 M duptei - • minJcampu*. W/0. luMy 
carpeted, AX, $210/each. 433-1109 
College Station - Mora room tor the 
money. Individual leases 4BR townhouses 
Furnished including MW, W/D, DW. Call 
Dorothy Rilchie or Jim Accord, agents 
Commonwealth Realty he 432-6541 or 434- 
2977 
Sublet May - August at the Commons. 
Free cable (HBO). $l20/mo. all utilities 
included except electnely Ursula. 564 0453 
1BR for rent in 21R apt - Hunter's Ridge 
Quiet atmosphere M/F, $275 plus militias. 
Contact Enc, 14670 
FOR SALE 
i Head, HC - Retalrvely new house, tulk/ 
furnished; W/D, DW; central A/C, available 
May 1 through August 31; sleeps 7 - 
$1S00/mo (804)850-1532 
Suatet - Mey through August Female ran 
smoker, 1 RM available $1S0/m>. negotiable. 
432-1547 
4M house - With large kitchen, 2 baths, 
living room, W/D, AC, km of parking $600. 
(703) 536-2773, Glen 
, 1, 2, 3 BR. 
Females preferred. Rent negotiable 433 
7860 
Ferret - Friendly, heuse trained, cage 
included Ask lor Tev, 433-9872 
4 BR tumished corals - Hunter's Ridge. 
Motivated owner. $64,900 4344172 
Tandy 1000 HX harddrlve - Monitor 
keyboard, mini condition. $400 298-2418 
Splnet-Contole plane - Wanted, 
responsible party to make low monthly 
payments Sea tocalry Call (800) 327-3345 
For sale - Syms snow board with 9 1/2 
boots. $150 4344690 
Mountain bike - 1992 specialized 
stumpjumper, hardly ridden, like new. 
$400/obo Cat Ken. 4324742. 
HELP WANfECT 
Outer tanks largest watersportt center 
hiring enthusiastic parsons lor 
sailmg/windsurting instruction, powerboat & 
equpment rentals, retail. Contact Bii Miles. 
North Beach Sailing. Inc.. Box 8279, Duck, 
NC 27949. (919)2614262 
Greek, a Club. - Raise a ceel $1,000 m 
jusl one week" Plus $1,000 lor the member 
who calls! And a tree igloo cooler il you 
quality Cat (800) 9324528, (65. 
Camp Counselors (ranted - Magnificent 
coed weight loss. AH sports, crafts, sawing. 
ceramics, computers. WSb, theatre, piano, 
dance, aerobics, weight training, rillery, 
backpacking, kitchen, office. Camp Shane. 
Femdale. NY 12734. (218) 877-4644 
Fundraiser - Leaking lor student group. 
to sponsor us on carpus Fast, easy, big $'s 
Cal(800) 592-2121, (309 
Summer Employment - Facilities 
Management Summer positions available 
with grounds, housekeeping, building 
mantenance & moving crews. May 10-August 
21 Must be available to work 40 hrsTweek. 
7 30am 4 00pm, Monday-Friday. $4 25 per 
hour; no state benefits Va state application 
required; may be picked up in the loyei of 
Httrest House Submit applications by Apr! 
9,1993 to: Employee Relations & Training. 
HHtcrest House, James Madison University, 
Hanworturg, VA 22807. EOE/AA.  
LOST & FOUND 
Found - Fab 22, one pair of leaner gloves 
n the lobby of Zane Showker Hal. about 9 45 
am To identify, call 234-8667 8 ask lor 
Jessie Call after 5 30 pm, please  
SERVICES 
Adoption - A He lied wah tove. laughter & 
lullabies Happily married couple hoping lo 
adopt Cal Joamie • Ken coaoct. (804) 282 
1662. 
Mre-lacresse Captain', sign-up meeting, 
March 24.1993,540. Godwin 338 
Wrestling slgn-up/welgh-in al Godwin 
locker room on March 20,1993 
Powerliftlng sign-up deadline, March 23, 
1993, Noon, Godwin 213. 
Adoption - Childless couple, happily 
manied & secure, wishes to adopt newborn 
We can help each otherl Call Robyn/Jim 
cosed, (703) 912 6058 
JMU Rockfest 
has been 
postponed!! 
The concert is now 
scheduled for April 10, 
8-12 p.m., tickets $5. 
Skatotown - Tonight, Iree with JMU ID, 7:30 
pm. skate rentals $1 
Mini-Lacrosse Official*' meeting, Today, 
4:30, Godwin 338 
Disc Jockeys lor hire. Hamsorfcurg's best! 
National DJ Connection 4334360 
Questions? Well help you find the answers 
Outreach programs available lor many 
topics. II interested, call the Counseling & 
Student Development Center at >6552 
Metros, party? Cal National DJ Connection 
lor the music! 4334360 
Typing dene - Call Laura, «4374. $1/page 
Rush |obs. too! 
Attention JMU students - Now ottering $8 
haircuts on Monday thru Wednesday, walk 
ins welcome Classic Touch, 1431 South 
Man St 5644212 
The Country Place - 40 miles NW in Luray 
a 2 BR chalet with I replace & campground lor 
up to 40 people near G.W National Forest & 
Shenandoah River Reservations/brochures 
(703) 743-4007.  
HSTCE  
For more information S assistance 
regarding the investigation of 
financing business opportunities & 
work at home opportunities, contact 
the Better Business Bureau, Inc. 
at 
 (800)533-5601  
Computer* are changing our 
world, our environment, 
our culture, our future! 
COMPUTER FAIR'93 
March 30 & 31 in the Convo 
FREE with JMU ID 
Into Lin* 564-3000 
Auditions: JMU Dukettes 
1993-94 
March 28,1993 10:30am 
Convocation Center 
Be ready to dance! 
Melissa, Shannon, Jess, Mike, Deena & 
Kristen - Thanks lor al your help You al are 
the best. HX 
Alpha Phi congratulates their Rho Chis lor 
neit semester1 
Heading lor Europe this summer? Only 
$169! Jet them anytime for only $169 with 
AIRHITCHI (Reported in Let's Gol & NY 
Times) AIRHITCH, (212) 864-2000 
Caring, stable, single lemale teacher 
desires to adopt Caucasian baby I manually 
secure Can provide loving & lun lamily Cal 
whet. Allison, (804) 5724403 or write PO 
Box 655 South Boston VA 24592 
WANTED 
Roemmat. wanledl 2 females. 1 male 
seeking laidback person lor great house. 
$190/mo. Cal 432-9736 or leave message, 
4334921 
Femes* meatman - llwMt, 4 BR apt. 501 
High St $170mx> 433-1010. individual lease 
. 2 F.mala roommates to share 5 BR 
lownhouje at Untversty Court, $200Ano rent 
433-1579 
Would you Ilk* lo hear 
The) Moo**, The Grlmflsh, Thai 
Gollypop*, Initial Reaction, Blast 
Off Country Style 
4 Special Quest Psued* Farm? 
Then com* to 
JMU ROCK FEST'93 
PC Ballroom March 19 8pm 
Got the Post Spring Break 
Blues?! 
Participate in R.H.A.W.! 
Talent Show, Olympics, Dance, 
Scavenger Hunt! 
Call Inter-Hall Council lor details I 
X7066 
.V 
OX - Congrats to al our new members. We 
are really glad to have you in the group. 
R.H.A.W. CommH1.ee- Thank* lor al your 
enthusiasm & hard work! We're almost there 
Love, T'rftanie PS IHC does IR H A W! 
GOT A CATSUIT HANGING 
IN YOUR CLOSET? 
Do you have wooden shoes or funky 
hats or far-out beads? The Breeze 
is doing a story on unusual fashions. 
If you have a wild wardrobe, call 
Gayle at The Breeze, X6127. 
PERSONALS 
ALA congratulate. Mataah Z on Assistant 
Greek Coordinator! We tove you! 
2TA - We leek forward to the rest of the 
semester with you as our Sister Sorority! Lots 
of love, A*. 
—WHATSB.H.A.W.— 
ANYWAYS?? 
Residence Hall 
Appreciation Week 
March 27-April 3 
Sponsored by Inter-Hall Council 
? 
Creative, clever & cheap 
lassifieds. 
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The Other 
Guys 
Compare Size... 15" Large     14" Large 
Compare Toppings*.. More Less 
Compare Delivery Time-.      30 Min. ? 
Compare Quality... Guaranteed       ? 
Compare Guarantees... Quality/Service   None 
• 
433-3111 
Port Rd/Market St 
/ 
MONDAY V 
MADNESS- 
.   Orlglml or 11cm Dttp <bUk 
ANY PIZZA 
ANY SIZE • ANY TOPPINGS! 
IATT WOWT -DOMINOSI 
ONE 12" MEDIUM ONE 15   LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA    m     ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
8 99 
MONDAY ONLY! GOOD AFTER 9pm   JUST ASK! 
